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Thereâ€™s no denial that Apple is a very crucial brand in technology today.With millions of mobile

devices in the world, itâ€™s important to develop great, solid apps that reach millions more

users.However, Apple apps use a unique programming language - Swift.Learn how to take

advantage of this powerful programming language.Create or expand your Programming career, or

develop your next great app todayFlip through the pages and discover: Unique Concepts with the

Swift programming language Basic Concepts to get you off to a great start  Important coding

concepts Essential strategies with Swift programming  How to properly set up your computer to

code with Swift  Your first simple app in Swift  and Much, much more!Take action TODAYDownload

NOW,and Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Â© 2015 All Rights
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As an Apple fan, itâ€™s my dream to one day make my own iOS app. I found this book while

browsing in  and bought itâ€¦worth every penny. The author presented the technicalities of Swift in a

more layman way which really helped me understood the in-depth concept behind Swift. Maybe

after a few months I can start making my own game or app in Istoreâ€¦ and my first million. Lol.

Kudos to the authorâ€¦Iâ€™ve learned a lot form your book.

The book on Swift programming is a very good book to learn this language. Swift is an

Object-Oriented Programming language, you will learn to create mobile application using this

language exclusively for iOS apps and MAC OS Programs. You will learn basic concepts, codes

and coding and also there are very useful instructions through which you can easily learn this

language. This book will help you in getting a job or you can become a professional app developer

and earn lots of money.

Programming is a hard language you will encounter. I have never wanted studying its system, but

here I am.The book gives a good glimpse on how to begin with Swift. I like how the author started

with simple words that can be easily understood by the readers, then how he shifted to a more

technical way of explanation to make the readers familiar with its discipline.I might try programming

my own app because of this book.

Programming is not difficult, you just need to start the first instructions and the rest is up to you and

your imagination. This guide is exactly that: the tools to start with any project, the basic knowledge

and the mistakes you should avoid both due to lack of knowledge or distraction. This book is very

good for beginners and those who want to strengthen the foundations of programming.

In today's digital world since everyone is pretty much living on apps, and anything can become an

app, it is but natural that understanding SWIFT programming is the need of the hour. I am a total

noob in this field, but the author's crisp and efficient language was helpful, since I understand the

basic blueprints of apps. I enjoyed how the author urges us to get our hands dirty and just try! I am

certainly going to undertake the practice of commenting more, and am more tuned into knowing how

auto complete works!



Garbage! Full of typos and grammatical errors. I'm pretty sure English is not the author's first

language, and they didn't bother to get it checked by anyone who spoke English. The material is

covered in a haphazard manner, barely skimming the surface of the material. I know it's a cheap

book, but even so, it's a waste of your money. Buy elsewhere!!!

If you are into programming computers, this is definitely the book for you! With great information on

SWIFT programming and coding, including step by step instructions on how to implement what you

have learned, this book is packed full of great information. I highly recommend this book to anyone

just getting started or looking for something a little different.

We are currently discussing about application and programs. My friend recommended this book and

I downloaded this. For me this is the perfect book of the essentials of programming. In addition the

guide and tips will overwhelm you.Thank you for sharing your knowledge and great information. It

will surely enhance my skills that I needed in school and my future dream job.
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